
FAQ
HEADER TANKS VS FLOWTHROUGH TANKS

Applied Thermal Control plumb in their tanks for different purposes. 

The relationship between mass, time, specific heat, and temperature change drives the
cooling capacity required.
Working with a lower 'active' volume reduces the time required for the refrigeration
system to change the temperature of process fluids. 

Water circuit volume eats into cooling capacity;

Aeration causes cavitation, which shortens the life of both pumps
and joints.
Reducing or removing interaction of bodies of liquid with bodies
of air can limit the potential for aeration.

Turbulence in the tank can increase aeration of liquids;

What are 'header' tanks?

Tank volume is not continually exchanged with the water circuit. 
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1 Pump pressurises the circuit

2 Pressure and temperature measured 

3 Chiller outlet fitting

4 Chiller inlet fitting

5 Pressure relief valve

6 Restriction to limit return to tank

7 Heat exchanger to fridge system

8 Tank

9 Fill-line from tank to pump inlet

10 HX line to pump inlet
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A header tank is useful in reducing turbulence and maximising cooling capacity.

The  lower the mass in circulation, the lower the cooling or heating
capacity required. 
Temperature stability is achieved by refrigeration system control.

Header tanks are present only to aid filling and provide time in-between
refilling;

This is because the system volume is not circulated. 
Effects of turbulence may be aeration, cycling loading, and
separation of liquid constituents.

The effects of turbulence are minimised; 

What are 'flow-through' tanks?

Tank volume comprises part of the main water circuit.

1 Pump pressurises the system

2 Pressure and temperature measured 

3 Chiller outlet fitting

4 Chiller inlet fitting

5 Pressure relief valve

6 Heat exchanger to fridge system

7 Tank

8 Optional cartridge heater
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A flow-through tank helps to maximise temperature stability and is useful for tank-
mounted heaters. 

For heat to be collected, fluid must pass through the tank. 
Heaters are optional, but flow-through tanks are a requirement.
These are mounted onto the inlet line to the pump.

Applied Thermal Control mount cartridge heaters into steel tanks;

Where tanks are capable of containing pump pressure, siting the
tank on the outlet line forces mixing, and therefore a degree of
'smoothing' can be achieved. 
This is often achieved with a remote temperature probe.

There is greater stability if the tank is mounted on the outlet line; 

Common misconceptions

In a header-tank arrangement, the volume is not circulated, therefore is not subject to
temperature control. In a flow-through arrangement, it would match.
This does not mean that the application receives liquid at the wrong temperature (for
either type of tank arrangement).

Temperature of tank does not match the set point!; 

Chiller water circuits are closed systems, Leakage/evaporation rates are so small that
the typical tank volume of ~2L (0.44gal) can sustain proper operation for years at a
time.
This cuts back on initial spend on expensive heat transfer fluids. 

Why is the tank so small?; 

Please contact us with any further queries. 


